


SERIES
remierP

Our Premier series adds a
touch of contemporary
styling, coupled with our
high standards for quality in
product and performance.

Reversible header and glass
rails allow a different look
with a minimum of effort.
The highly polished round
header and the beveled rails
gives the ultimate in a 
contemporary look.

Premier reversible header with jamb

Clear towel bar brackets and
clear pull knob

Stay clean guide system

PREMIER SERIES 8700 BRUSHED NICKEL



SERIES
remierP

Splendor’s Premier
hinge door incorporates
a unique concealed
hinge with an integral
magnetic closing strip
ensuring a clean, 
modern look in a 
watertight enclosure.

Low profile shower door handle

Unique magnetic closing system

Premier hinge with 
contemporary rails

PREMIER SERIES 1000 PLATINUM, GLACIER GLASS



SERIES
rystalC
From its glass panels with a minimum of
metal, its classic towel bar system, and
its minimal overlap, Splendor’s Crystal
series offers a unique semi-frameless
enclosure design.

CRYSTAL SERIES 5400 DARK BRONZE, RAIN GLASS

Frameless clamp-on towel bar system Frameless header bar system



The semi-frameless
hinged door with its
exposed polished edge,
its handle with the
high-energy magnet
latch, and its concealed
hinge design elevates
Splendor’s Crystal series
to the next level.

Crystal latch with 
high energy magnet

Hinge system for crystal 
frameless swing door

Clear integral splash plate with
sweep provides ultimate in

water protection

SERIES
rystalC

CRYSTAL SERIES 2000  BRUSHED NICKEL, SMOKE GREY GLASS



SERIES
eluxeD

Splendor’s most popular model
incorporates function, form and
value in this smooth operating
sliding enclosure.

Open track for cleaning ease Wall jamb with deluxe header Inside and outside towel bar
system for deluxe series

DELUXE SERIES 7500 SILVER, LEAF GLASS



The Deluxe swing door
incorporates many of the
outstanding features of
the Premier door but
with the added value of
maintaining the look of
the entire Splendor
Deluxe model.

Self adhesive tape allows for 
easy splash plate adjustment

Deluxe classic rail with 
low profile handle

SERIES
eluxeD

DELUXE SERIES 9000 SILVER, OBSCURE GLASS



SERIES
uroE

The ultimate in semi-frameless
design, the Euro sliding 
enclosure emphasizes 1/4”
glass with polished edges,
round solid tubular towel bar
both on the inside and out-
side, and round header.

Tubular towel bar fastened
through holes in glass

Contemporary design for header

Stay clean sill with center guide

EURO STYLE SERIES 6900 DARK BRONZE, FLUTED GLASS



Euro pull handle system
with magnet

Euro hinge system with 1/4” glass

SERIES
uroE

The features of the 6” back to
back D pull, full 1/4” glass with
polished edges, the high energy
magnetic closing system, the
unique bulb weather-strip and the
many aluminum and glass options
make this unit the pinnacle of the
semi-frameless hinged shower door.

EURO STYLE SERIES 2100 PLATINUM, GLUE CHIP GLASS



ustomC
Because of flawless design
and top notch material,
Splendor’s custom enclosures
will add unusual beauty to
your bathroom whether 
it is a steam-tight enclosure,
an enclosure incorporating
buttress and notched panels,
or custom neo-angle 
configurations.

Euro style stall header D-pull and towel bar combo 

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
ustomCSHOWER ENCLOSURES

CRYSTAL SERIES 2200 GOLD, CLEAR GLASS

PREMIER SERIES 1800 SILVER, FLUTED GLASS



rameF CHOICES
rameF CHOICES

Splendor offers you more
metal and framing
options than any 

other manufacturer.

White
Brushed Nickel

Gold
Dark Bronze

Platinum
Silver

Clear Rain Obscure

Autumn

FlutedFlemish

Glue Chip

Grey TintBronze Tint

AquatexAcid Etch

lassGSELECTION
lassGSELECTION



1133 S. McCord Rd.
Holland, Ohio 43528
419/866-5667 • Fax 419/866-9012
www.splendorshowerdoor.com


